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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
The first element in the forming of a relationship is 
communication. The rapport we experience when we like another 
person and feel close to him is usually preceded by a dis­
covery that we can communicate with him in a satisfying way.
We say, "He and I talk the same language." The chemistry of 
relationship is highly complex, but certainly it does not 
develop 'easily if communication does not flow effectively 
and reveal areas of common interests and feelings. Herein' 
lies the problem between the correctional officer and the 
Indian in prison. The correctional officer may be surprised 
at the suggestion that he is having difficulty in this re­
spect, for he may suppose that he and the Indian are commun­
icating satisfactorily. But the Indian may oe clever at 
supporting that illusion, when actually the officer’s talk 
and attitudes are exactly what he distrusts or quite fails 
to understand.
In the day to day interaction between the Indian and 
correctional personnel of the Montana State Prison, questions 
concerning their Interrelatic-nship constantly appeared. Some 
personnel reacted from cheir perspective or understanding of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Indians. Other personnel felt inadequate because they did not 
know how to cope with the Indian. After questioning staff and 
Indian inmates, the common point agreed upon which would en­
hance corrections appeared to be better levels of communication. 
Many staff members felt they could function more efficiently if 
they understood the thoughts of the Indian in prison. In a 
similar manner, the Indian felt correctional personnel could 
better work with them if tney understood their ways and thoughts
Whenever the Indian feels inferior or feels the admin­
istration is unwilling to listen to his views, he will say 
nothing rather than say anything at all. This silence often 
causes the administration to react in various ways. Some staff 
ignore the Indian and others consider his action as his level 
of intelligence.
Attitudes and behavior have long been thought to be the 
result of harmful and hurtful relationships. Indians and ad­
ministration alike need to overcome their fear and suspicions 
of each other if there is to be any significant intercommun!ca- 
tional levels. Interpersonal relationship? are the basic feel­
ings of life and basic attitudes toward each other that can 
cause major changes in personality and j)erspsctive. Empa_thy, 
the ability to put oneself in another's place, has been basi­
cally one way of gaining a»'rareness for the Indian’s position.
The purpose of this study of the Indian in prison is 
to give correctional personnel an awareness of liow the Indian 
thinks and feels. In order to enhance correctional treatment
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
programs it is necessary to establish intercommunicational 
levels rather than the inere placement of individuals within 
an institution. It would appear that if we are able co take 
on an Indian's point of reference, i.e., his feelings, and 
culture, we could be more effective in working with the Indian 
toward his return to the community. Smith substantiated this 
feeling when he stated that within a given culture, communica­
tion has many complex effects. When communication takes place 
between two cultures, these effects are even more complex.
When messages are transported across cultural boundaries, they 
are encoded in one context and decoded in another and if there 
is little co-orientation, there will be a substantial loss of 
communication in general.  ̂ This greatly increases the possi­
bility of misundcrslanding and of unexpected reactions. The 
silence of the Indian in prison indicates the lack of that 
interaction which is necessary for effective operation of the 
correctional system.
The Montana State Prison has an Indian population 
equaling one-fourth the total prison population while in the 
total population of Montana, the Indian constitutes only 4 
percent. Many studies point to the problems of the Indian 
within the comminiity; therefore, one can realize the magni­
tude of their needs within a closed society such as a prison, 
particularly wi.th increased numbers. Sixty-four Indians were
^Alfred G. Smith, Communient i or. and Culrure (New York: 
Hole, Rinehart, and Winston, 19 6b) p . 56 b .
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in the prison out o f  the total population of two hundred and 
fifty. Greater significance can be understood when we realize 
Indian criminality, for the nation is nearly seven times that 
of the national average. Drunkenness constitutes 71 percent 
of all Indian arrests which is twelve times greater than the 
national average. Comparable situations to Montana may be 
observed with the Indians of South Dakota, Apache, and Navajo. 
The Indian population of South Dakota is approximately 5 per­
cent of the state’s total population where the Indian popula­
tion of the State Penitentiary is approximately 34.3 percent
3Indian. Equally impressive is how the Jicarilla Apache and 
Navajo court cases are more than double the national rates. 
Stewart is convinced these astounding dichotomies are con­
sistent throughout all Indians of the nation. Therefore, 
Indian criminality rates are higher than the national average 
and higher than those for other minority groups."^ The usual 
social and cultural conditions which are found to contribute 
to delinquent behavior in the general population, such as 
poor housing, segregation, lack of education, operate among 
Indians. He believes the answer must be sought among the 
unique or unusual conditions to which the Indians have been
2Omer Stewart, Questions Regarding American Indian 
Criminal:tv. Bureau of AntJiropologicnl Research, Insti cute 
o7~ Behavioral Science, Pub 1ica Lion 30 (Boulder: University 
of Colorado, December, .iPtlj.
3Stewart, o p . cit.
tewar t, oi;. c i c.
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subjected.^
Although a fair number of statistics have been com­
piled, little has been written about the thoughts and feel­
ings of these people who face the crisis of incarceration in'-" 
an institution based upon norms alien to Indian culture- 11-̂ " 
would appear these reactions would be dependent upon the degree 
of transition from a "reservation Indian" to a "non-reservation 
Indian." The reservation Indian may be defined as that indi­
vidual who has remained relatively isolated from the white 
man’s world and has been living on an Indian reservation among 
Indian people following many of his ancestral ways. The non- 
reservation Indian is that individual who has lived off the 
reservation for the majority of his life and has intermingled 
with the white man on an extensive basis thus maintaining the 
cultural ways of the white man,
Norman Denzin has made the point repeatedly that every ' 
man defines his world differently- Therefore, if we are to 
accurately explain these definitions and relate to them, we 
must, penetrate this world of definitions, experiences, and 
reactions.^ The Indian in prison, through the "role path," 
can singly or collectively define the objects, events, and 
situations he encounters. During the interview within this 
study, he relates the most significanr events, thoughts, and
Stewart, op. ci
^Norman K. Denzin., The Research Act (Chicago, Illinoi s 
Aldine Publishing Company, lD'70)', "p. Z2U\
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feelings of his life in prison.
The "role path" refers to the everyday language, be-- 
havior, and thoughts. In his natural environment, the Indian 
is capable of relating with a greater degree of accuracy the 
culture and feelings of his people. Therefore, in order to 
acquire a more accurate picture, the natural approach was 
planned utilizing the recording of events, meetings, and 
interviews.
The "role path" assumes that meaningful experiences 
about oneself in such occasions are nearly always reported 
without professional prompting by informants themselves.
Areas of common interest are the topics used. Jon Driessen 
developed the concept that the procedure and techniques 
either implicit or explicit in a natural sociological approach 
require an investigator to adapt his methods and techniques 
to the nature of the phenomena he investigates. This adap­
tion leads to findings which are qualitatively different from 
those approaches which attempt to force data to fit both pre­
determined procedures of classification and techniques of
1 ■ 7analysis.
Within the language common properties and categories 
emerged denoting common situations. Common situations were"" 
those relationships of the thoughts of the Indian to each 
other and to pe rsonnel. After learning what is significant -
7Jon J. Drlessen, "The Trip" (urpubiished Ph.D. dis 
.ertaticn. University of Colorado, l9hSj , pp. 38, 39.
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to the Indian in prison, improved levels of communication, 
relationships, and programs may be establislied. The implicit 
belief is how the answers are ’’grounded" in the language of 
the Indian.
The present study observed the Indian in the Montana 
State Prison from the Indian's perspective concerning his main 
thoughts and feelings. In addition to the Indian holding these 
views, many prison staff members believe a gap in communica­
tion exists between the Indian inmate and staff members. The 
magnitude of the gap is unknown but the staff and Indian be­
lieve there is a problem.
In no way is this material intended as a total answer 
to the problems of the incarcerated Indian. Rather it is 
offered as one step that may put forth a few answers to former 
and present difficulties. The present effort is exploratory 
in nature trying to establish patterns of thought that are 
significant to the Indian in prison. Location of these points 
would hopefully enable correctional personnel to develop bet­
ter relationships and improve correctional practice.
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CHAPTER II 
METHODS
The principal purpose of this study is to discover 
the possible causes creating problems in the Indian’s com­
munication with staff of the Montana State Prison. Simpli­
fication of the problem tends to break the matter into a 
workable solution. Simpli^kation is the process of identify­
ing the components that make up a problem. Actually^, simpli­
fication is a part of causal analysis which merely breaks 
down the problem locating the specific actions creating a 
situation. After locating the source, a step by step pro­
cedure can be instituted to resolve the problem.
Detailed description enables the researcher to iden­
tify gestures, pirrases, or customs and tiieir symbolic mean­
ing. Identification of behavioral chaiacteristics can 
establish unique differences and oehavior common throughout 
all races.
The present study is moving in the direction that 
the insights to this problem are grounded in the Indian, 
Tliereforc, in order to extract the information with the least 
degree of bias, it was necessary to allow the Indian to re­
late in a natural v.ay his thoughts and feelings.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Design :
All Indian inmates in the Montana State Prison who 
were willing to participate on a voluntary basis were inter­
viewed. A group of open-ended questions were used to stimu­
late the basic topic headings investigated. However, the 
main thought was to let the Indian flow in his natural way 
to the questions and not hold him strictly to the structured 
questions. This flow would hopefully enable him to relate 
using the "role path." After interviewing a series of In­
dians, key words and phrases were extracted from his con­
versation to develop a listing of inde.xicals. Indexicals 
are those words depicting the main thought of a sentence, 
paragraph, or phrase. From the indexicals properties and 
categories formed giving shape to the classification scheme.
Subj ects :
Research for the present study took place in Deer 
Lodge, Montana, at the Montana State Prison during the summer 
of 1971. The prison is located on the main street of Deer 
Lodge, a small town of approximately 5,000 residents. This 
state institution is one of the primary employing agencies, 
together with the Milwaukee Railroad and local ranches. The
Deer Lodge Valley is a ranching area known to have warm sum­
mers and long, cold winters.
The prison looms over Deer Lodge resembling a medieval 
castle with its thick gray stone walls and steel doors. The
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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iiimate population of rho prison ianges from 2S0 to 350 includ­
ing the maximum and minimuiî! security units. Since Montana, a- 
low-population state, lacks sufficient facilities and finan­
cial support, all male inmates ages 18 and older are housed 
in one institution. Adult female offenders are sent to 
Nebraska for incarceration because the low number of female 
inmates does not warrant the cost of staffing or maintaining 
a women* s unit.
The Indian inmate population constitutes approximately 
one-fourth of the total prison population. Sentences range 
from eighteen months to life for offenses such as burglary, 
grand larceny, rape, assault, forgery, robbery, and murder.
The majority of offenses by the Indian inmates are burglary' 
or grand larceny. The average level of education is eight :" 
years of formel education, coming from a background of poverty 
and alcoholism. Indian inmates generally seek employment as 
laborers in farming and ranching.
Approximately one-fourth (twelve) of the Indian popu­
lation volunteered to participate in this study. Suspicions,*' 
distrust, and negativism to the white man or authority per­
meated the entire picture. Some comments suggested that the 
investigator was a spy for government funding agencies, a spy 
for the administration, or a lying white man. Another area 
of difficulty brought out by the Indian was ivhether the re­
searcher could be trusted as being sincere in his efforts, 
since he had formerly bean associated with law enforcement
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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and corrections. This former position of authority in law 
enforcement and adult probation prevented many contacts.
Yet, some Indians commented as the study progressed that the 
distrust was fading and more individuals were willing to 
participate.
Initial contact with the Indian in the Montana State 
Prison was established by contacting the North American Indian 
League and the North American Indian Alliance within the pri­
son. They required a formal presentation before the group 
which stated the purpose and objective of the study. Eventually 
the North American Indian Alliance was disbanded.
The problems of association with law enforcement and 
correction authorities and with being a white man resulted in 
one Indian group refusing to participate, another group was 
hesitant, and finally certain individuals, if singled out, 
talked freely. The latter group served as an introduction 
to other Indians. Many of these Indians I had under super­
vision on previous occasions. They realized the difficulties 
the study encountered from the beginning. Each contact grew 
into further contacts until the material reached a degree of 
saturation.
In addition to the Indians within the prison, know­
ledgeable individuals in close contact wrth the Indian inmate 
were contacted and interviewed. Other significant individuals 
contacted were the staff representatives of the Indian groups, 
the Indian counselor, Indian representatives at the University
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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then spread over a large table. Certain cards (words and 
phrases) were found to have common meanings which allowed 
them to be placed together. Vague groups of cards were 
lined up in a "solitaire” fashion. As cards were brought 
together on the basis of their similarity of content and 
meaning, general categories emerged.
Following this initial classification, certain domi­
nant words and themes were further researched in the American 
College Encyclopedic Dictionary, in a book of synonyms, and 
a thesaurus. On examination of these references, new and 
more precise subject headings were generated.
Once a general classification scheme was developed 
and key headings were established, a coding system was de­
vised. The classification scheme, which was formed by arrang­
ing the cards, was reexamined and updated for a final time.
A classification scheme V'̂ as typed from the keyed cards.
A coding system which matches the numbering system of 
the general outline was formed and placed on five by eight 
index cards. After the cards were prepared, they were placed 
behind dividers in a file box in such a manner the entire 
research material was organized for systematic analysis.
Procedure :
Preliminary checks with Indian friends pointed to some 
basic guidelines to follow when interviewing an Indian inmate. 
The first point was to be direct but humble in your approach.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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of Montana, Sister Providencia of Great Palls, Montana, and 
Indian friends. The Indians within the prison recommended 
these specific persons in view of their close contact with 
the Indian in prison and general knowledge of Indian ways. 
Therefore, their comments and perspective are included.
Apparatus :
The interview with a tape recorder was the only tool 
used in the collection of the material. Each person was asked 
if he objected to being recorded during the interview. Once 
the purpose of the interview was explained, opposition was 
completely negligible. The recorder was operating during the 
entire conversation and concealment was not necessary. The 
openness was welcomed.
A classification scheme for reducing taped interviews 
into common properties and categories was developed. The 
format for the classification scheme was grounded in the in­
formant, thus, helping to understand causal factors about the 
Indian's position in prison.
After all tapes had been transcribed, each interview 
IVas numbered to facilitate referencing. Examination of each 
interview brought out key words or phrases which depicted the 
main theme of the paragraphs. These words and phrases were 
underlined for easy reference.
Key ivords and phrases were then noted on three by five 
index cards, with one word or phrase on each card. Cards were
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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The second point v.as to listen carefully to everything. Tlie' ^ 
third was to develop a sincere interest in Indian culture.
With these points in mind, patience is an essential 
virtue since the Indian is of few words but sincere in his 
meaning. He often relates in stories and experiences which 
take extended periods of time and often create a sense of 
frustration for the non-Indian person.
The present study may be considered somewhat limited 
but it represents a specific Indian population and their 
thoughts or feelings that are of interest to them. Only through 
the understanding of another's perspective will an awareness of 
the feelings of others be developed.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER III 
RESULTS
In touching the world of the Indian inmate, common 
properties and categories of significant interest to him 
were noted establishing a classification scheme. Symbols, 
interactions, thoughts, and feelings were used from the 
perspective of the Indian in prison. Believing the answers 
are grounded in the Indian, a sensitization to his values 
and ideologies was received. From everyday events formal 
theory of causal propositions may enable universal applica­
tion of their results.
Meeting the Indian
Barriers :
Limitations to this study were immediately encountered 
when I entered the prison to begin work. The first problem 
was chat I îepresented authority since some Indians remembered, 
me in the former position of a parole officer. The feeling 
against me involving conflicts surrounding certain individual 
cases was so severe that certain Indians never did agree to 
talk witil me. Continual reassurance was necessary in order 
to impress upon them I was not a part of the prison adininLs - 
tration. Farther, even though some Indians had. no intention
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of working with me, they confronted me with the previous dif­
ferences. Other Indians, who were interested in the study, 
gave me advice on how to conduct myself and thus overcome 
some of the obstacles. The first suggestion was to only 
conduct Indian business directly with the Indian or Indian 
groups that were involved. The second suggestion was to take 
ample time when talking to the Indian. The Indian does not - 
identify with the fast pace or competitive world of the white 
man. Finally, instructions were to limit contact with the 
prison administration. Limited contact with the administra­
tion was to be a demonstration of my sincerity in working 
with them.
The second obstacle was their doubts about whether 
a white man w^ould be capable of understanding the Indian.
The consensus wsas that you had to be Indian to feel and 
understand the Indian. In recognizing the existing differ­
ences between the Indian and the v/hite man, Tliorsten Se 11 in 
clearly explains common factors between two social groups.
From primitive groups there is a far cry to the 
modern industrial and mercantile society with its 
metropolitan aggregations , epitomizing our civil­
ization, The transition, according to the 
sociologist, was produced by numerous factors, 
among which indentions, iimproved means of communi­
cation, the growth of population, the interpreta­
tion of cultures, etc., are inextricably mingled 
and related. What eve r the processes were w'hich 
resulted in or accompanie'J this growth, their 
end product is a culture wfiich instead of the 
well-knit social fabric, wfiich Speck pictured, 
shows a multitude of socle L groups, competitive 
interests, poorly defined interpc rsonal rela­
tionships, serial anonymity, a l o o fusion of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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norms and a vast extension, of impersonal control 
agencies designed to enforce rules which increas­
ingly lack the moral force which rules receive 
only when they grow out of emotionally felt 
community needs. To a large number of persons 
who live in such a culture, certain life situa­
tions are governed by such conflicting norms 
that no matter what the response of the person 
in such a situation will be, it will violate 
the norms of some social group concern.^
Even in light of the difficulties this study encountered 
the Indians were interested in continuing with a common feeling 
of necessity to break down communication barriers that exist in 
prison and to observe the Indian inmate. Believing that there 
will be a reciprocal exchange, the Indian feels this study may 
be used as educational material for correctional personnel.
Men who have a foot in each world with an appreciation of both 
can effectively lessen the gap offering a link to these words.
"With" not "For":
The Indian places great value in the need for men to 
talk to him on his ground and at his level. He likes to sit 
and joke until the problem is nonexistent believing many prob 
leiTtS need never to have exist.ed. In discussing problems he 
considers careful listening to the Indian’s point of view 
essential which is considered to never have been done before.
One Indian inmate stated you should come to him with 
"hat in hand" when you want to talk with him. He believed
Thors ten Sell in, Cul 11: re , Con f I ic t_ and Crime , Report 
of the Subcommittee on Pel.inquency of the Clom.nittee on Per­
sonality and Culture (New York: Social Science Research 
Council, 19 3d), Bulletin 41, p. 59.
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the cojiimunication gap between the Indian and wlii to man siiould 
not be there. He claimed the Indian does not tell the white 
man what he should or should not do, therefore, the white man 
should try to follow the same principle. The Indian inmate 
definitely believes there is a need for the white man and the 
Indian to communicate.
The Indian inmate described the following necessary 
points to remember in discussing matters with the Indian.
First, he stated you should use straightforward questions 
and direct them at specific individuals. Secondly, you have 
to counsel with him for a period of time but always remember 
to keep your place. Finally, by never forcing your will upon 
him and always treating him as equal, one can assist in gain­
ing the confidence of the Indian.
One area of deep concern was the attitude toward the ‘ 
Indian inmate. He stated it was important to take it easy 
and not to think you are a big shot. They want the white man 
to come to them at their request claiming you cannot work "for" 
or "help" the Indian unless he wants to help himself. "Go to 
him but don’t look down upon him!"
Insight into what is good or bad for the Indian on the-- 
basis of culture is important. The Indian inmate believes îiar- 
mony should exist between the white man and Indian and any dis­
crimination is stupid. Ignorance breeds disci'im Lnation and 
through greater awa reness of the Indian prior Jifferenccs can 
be resolved.
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Do inX Good Things ;
Many promises have been made to the Indian inmate but 
he has been unable to see any significant change. H e has 
claimed that one can do all the good in the world but if it 
cannot be seen, it is not good. The Indian inmate states he 
is waiting for the white man to declare his attitude and is 
testing his patience. He believes in a reciprocal action,
"you have to give something in order to get something." He 
does not believe in any words unless "you do good things."
He makes the comment, "my hand is where my mouth is."
Living Differences:
The Indian inmate commented on how common mistakes 
in the field of corrections have been for correctional per­
sonnel to believe trades normally taught in prisons are 
applicable on reservations. Either the trades needed are 
not available or there is a saturation of trades in minor 
demand on reservations. In order to be effective in teach-. 
ing vocational skills to Indian inmates, correctional admin­
istrators must face the reality of the situation.
The Indian's plight of poverty is very real. He claims 
the majority of offenses by Indians are economically oriented. 
Feelings of inferiority are paramount nrith the inability to 
acquire employment sufficient to meet their basic needs.
The Indian inmate claims there are defiiiite differ - .. 
ences in the opportunity structure between whites and Indians.
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He states the comment by white men ''that you are no different 
than I am," is a very lame excuse because the Indian has his 
own culture and own way of life. Other comments were how 
white men feel there are no differences in thinking but the 
Indian inmate very definitely believes differences exist, 
even differences among tribes.
The economic position of the Indians is one of the
2least favorable of all the American minority groups. In 
most Indian communities the pattern is one of bare subsistence, 
with the result that some of the nation's worst slums are to 
be found on Indian reservations. Obviously, Indians cannot 
solve their problems isolated from the mainstream of American 
life; and, clearly, their prospects for economic advancement 
are geared to those of the national and local economics. But 
avenues open to Indians for improvements are often blocked, 
as they are to millions of other Americans, by a lack of 
assets by which to make a living. William Brophy and Sophie 
Aberla commented on a few points concerning reservation eco­
nomics. "Most reservations i n sparsely settled areas are 
poor in fertile soil, minerals, timber, water, and jobs. Even 
total utilisation of such resources as are present would not, 
in many instances, supply an adequate income for all residents.
2William A. Brophy and Sophie D. Abcrle, The Indian 
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1969), p. 6^7
'Brophy and Aberie, p. 62.
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Even if all reservations were rich in natural resources, 
many difficulties would remain.
If the Indians' economic- status is to be improved, 
first the means of improvement must be related to Indian 
concepts, aspirations, and values. Since the Indians will 
bear the final responsibility for carrying out plans for 
utilization of reservation resources, their interest and co­
operation must be enlisted at every stage of all programs.  ̂
The majority of Indian pupils today are either above 
the general age of level for their respective classes or are 
below academic norms, and they drop out of school more fre­
quently than do their non-Indian classmates. The solution 
is finding methods of teaching and the kinds of school en­
vironment most conducive to their needs.^
The Immediate:
During interviews wi th the Indian inmate he explained 
how the Indian considers the immediate and a good time. He 
stated the white man should not become upset with the "random 
mind." Thoughts would go to a totally irrelevant subject and 
often he would push the problem out of his mind until a later 
date. In explanation, the Indian would discuss a specific 
topic for a certain period of time and change to a different 
subject when he became disinterested in that subject. Later, 
he would return to the previous subject.
'̂’Brophy and Aberie, p. 64.
^Brophy and Aberie, p. 138.
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The Indian does not identify with time on the same
basis as the white man. He always feels there is ample time
and cannot understand why the white man cannot take time.
The rushed living of the white man disturbs him.
These and related ideas, if given due weight as part 
of the Indian’s heritage, will prevent confusion brought about 
by the assumption of persons in both races that assimilation 
can be achieved merely through the Indians' adopting certain 
attitudes common to their white neighbors. For example, it 
is said that all that is necessary is for the Indian to be 
thrifty, to acquire habits of diligence, and to learn the 
importance of punctuality. Yet by the standards and needs 
of their own culture, the Indians historically have been 
economical, ha rd-working and appreciative of time. Thrift 
caused them to utilize every part of animals killed in the 
chase, as v;all as to gather and dry berries and roots for
later consuntption. Hunting and tilling the soil with wooden
sticks to gi'cw the family food demanded unflagging industry. 
The element ot rime for the agriculturist was determined not 
by the white man's clock, but by the coming of the planting 
and harvesting seasons, and for the hunter by the liabits of 
the animals he stalked,
Indianness
Old Ways :
Tlie Ind'i an -in prison clings to what is dear to him.
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wanting to presorvo thn 1 n a m e d  ways of his ancestors. He 
paints, makes crafts, and participates in Indian ceremonies. 
The Indian prison groups sponsor speakers, Indian days, and 
dances. To encourage pride in Indianness is not to turn 
back the clock. Indians who have already entered the greater 
society have tended to disdain their historical background, 
drawing away from it as though ashamed. Instead of seeing 
their transition as a bridge to enable others to follow in 
their footsteps, they have too often misinterpreted their 
heritage to the dominant race and misrepresented their adopted 
white culture to their own people.^
The Indian inmate emphasized that the old ways are 
the learned ways. He staffed that the old ways are very 
strong and values never change. One tradition was how the 
Indian child never talked back to his folks. The people 
have been happy with their people in the old ways and beliefs.
The areas of corrections which the Indian inmate 
seemed concerned over were the rules dictating when he could 
marry and the length of hair. He stated the Indian had been 
wearing his hair long since the 1800’s, He wanted to go back 
to the old teachings of his culture and religion.
The Indian inmate expressed his thoughts concerning 
the need for the white man to learn more about the culture 
of the Indian and his value differences. He claimed culture
^Broph)' and Aberlc, p. 3.
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is very much a part of their present life.
Marriage customs, religious beliefs, and clothing or 
hair styles denote this heritage. Ostensible familiarity 
with the English language and the adoption of white manners 
and customs by no means demonstrates that the Indian also 
adopts the white man’s ethics. He may only be aping the ways 
of a society alien to him. Below the surface he may still 
form judgments based on tribal usages; e.g., he may lack the 
necessary urge for individual initiative and reject a com­
petitive life despite his verbal acceptance of the white man's 
ways. The absence of adequate words in his language or ways 
to convey the meaning of many concepts, values, and institu­
tions further complicates the difficulty of communication 
between the two races.
Returning Home
A further subdivision is necessary today due to the 
dichotomy between reservation and non.-reservati on Indians,
The non-reservation Indian has been raised apart from his 
home; thus his ways are not those of the Indian. He has 
adopted the competitive culture of the white man. Adoption 
of the multivariate life we exist in poses no problem. On 
the other hand, reservation Indians have extreme difficulty 
adjusting to urban life. ’.v'hen they are forced outside the 
tribal context they become alienated, irritable, and lonely. 
Con .;e(}uently they long to rctimn t o 'he tribe if only to
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preserve their sanity. (Vhile a majority of Indian people 
today live in cities, many make long weekend trips back to 
their reservations to spend precious hours in their own land 
and with their own people. This is particularly true of the 
Indian on probation or parole. He feels that the only way 
he will receive help is through the reservation.
The Indian inmate states that they think differently 
on the reservations. He feels it is necessary to know the 
difference between reservation life and urban life. The 
Indian living off the reservation thinks as a white man. He 
does not believe the white man understands the reservation 
Indian, Reservation people are good people but "dumb." In 
referring to reservation people, the Indian inmate implied 
that the Indian is not aware of the white man's world continu­
ing to live as their ancestors.
One point particularly emphasized by the Indian inmate 
was his deep desire to see his people. He left his area for a 
few days to go to the reservation, the parole officer got up­
tight and sent him back to prison. He states it is difficult 
to relocate a reservation Indian.
The Indian inmate is lost when he is neither ne air nor 
on the reservation. He believes disallowing the Indian to 
return to the reservation is a very poor thing to do. Offien 
relocation is the suggestion to the Indian's problem which 
may mean making money but he is not happy. He wants to fish,
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hunt, fjid ride Iicrses. "The real Indian is go i to help 
the Indian on the reservation."
The Family:
To understand the Indian, it is important to know 
how he perceives himself in relation to others. The Indian 
inmate described the necessity of knowing where he lives.
One must understand the control the group possesses ever 
the individual. The individual's self image has been merged 
into the group before they are persons. The group or signif­
icant others often referred to the family or tribe.
The Indian has been taught that group response is 
paramount to the individual. The world of the Indian has 
been noacompetit ive as compared to the competitive world 
of the white man. He is taught not to reply on many sub­
jects until he has authorization of the group.
In the Indian culture family relationships and blood 
ties are very strong. The Indian is taught to care for his 
own where family and land supersede all other relationships. 
These basic thoughts perpetuate the group orientation.
Unity is evidenced by each individual voluntarily 
working within the community. Status as well as personal 
security often rests on such service. In many tribes this 
selflessness derives vitality from a veneration for elders 
and their v/isdom. By tlie same token, the merging of self 
in the group tends to deter conipot Lti veness or a pride in
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material possessions for their monetary worth. Indian values 
have not customarily included the amassing of valuables for 
private benefit because of the ingrained tradition of shar­
ing. These attitudes perhaps account in part for the impro­
vidence often attributed to Indians. These conceptions, how­
ever, are not consistently achieved. Modifications and
7exceptions to the norm exist in every group.
Worshipping Privilege:
Religion is very important to the Indian and can take 
on many forms which are alien to the dominant society. The 
Indian stated he wanted respect for his religion and he would 
do the same in return. Religious beliefs were forced upon 
them through the white man's promotion of Christianity. Holi­
days, which are alien to the Indian, have centered around 
Christianity. (For example, the most prominent holiday 
still existing today is the Pow Wow. Entire tribes coupled 
wiIh neighboring tribes turn out for these occasions.) The 
Indian inmate explained "the Indian will go come hell or high 
water."
Pride :
Indian pride is evident in his perfectionist attitudes 
towards jobs, family, self, and others. A primary goal among 
the Indian people is to look good to their peers.
The Indian inmate related the pride they have in their 
background. He stated it is the degree of perfection that
'^Brophy and Aberle, p. 4.
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gives him self pritle and motivation. The Indian has been 
more determined in completing a project once he starts.
"Our feeling is what or how we stand among our fellow man." 
Examples of their pride in workmanship may be observed in 
their paintings, crafts, and detailed job skills. Many of 
these skills have passed from generation to generation.
Indian Law:
Today, most Indian self-governing groups have adopted 
law and order codes or use regulations promulgated by the 
Secretary of the Interior. But from the earliest days every 
tribe sat according to its own local customs, in judgment 
over offenses, even murders, by the Indians against each 
other. Some tribes treated offenses as crimes against the 
group and treated offenders in ways calculated to reassimi­
late them into the group. Others treated offenses as injuries 
to individuals or families. Settlements were made with the 
person injured or aggrieved; or if a person were killed, ponies 
or merchandise were paid to his family in order to avoid a 
blood feud.
Today, the Indian inmate has displayed aggression as 
a result of his role change or confusion of role identity. 
Denied the normal outlets of aggression, he was reverted to 
other forms of aggression. This behavior has been observed 
in his approach to the white culture. He found prestige in 
stealing and loss of prestige in being caught.
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After losing prestige among their people, Indians lost 
their honor and are outcasts because they are no longer con­
sidered to be the mighty warrior. These controls are imposed 
by gossip and rejection. Often they will try to gain prestige 
by broadcasting their presence within the community after re­
lease from prison.
The tribal judiciary system continues today in many 
respects but laws have been placed upon the Indian by the 
government. These laws or rules imposed by authorities are 
many times in contradiction to the Indians' cultural values.
Even though certain acts are considered punishable offenses 
by both the Indian and non-Indian societies, there is occa­
sionally found a difference in the respective attitudes toward 
punishment or rehabilitation for such offenses. This differ­
ence involves the concept of restitut ive justice as opposed 
to the "eye - for-an-eye" philosophy implying punishment in the 
strict sense of the word. The employment of restitution as a 
means of both making amends to victims and serving as a form 
of punishment to perpetrators of offenses looms large in the 
history of systems of justice in many Indian societies.
Brop])v indicated that offenders were required to make resti­
tution which appeared more important to authorities than im­
posing harsh punishment. Evidence indicates that this concept
Qhas even embraced the crime of murder. In order for the victim
OBrophy and Aberle, p. 43.
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to be assuaged and dignity at least somewhat restored, the 
community at large was made aware that such offenses would 
not be tolerated. The aggressor was not confined, which 
spared the community this expense, and further, the aggressor 
found himself under closer scrutiny than before. This, along 
with the threat of losing twice as much of his property for 
future violations, provided a form of control and community 
protection.
Humor :
Indian people love humor. The use of humor is a good 
means through which to get to know Indian people. The Indians 
say "We're human and we will joke with you."
The Indian i n prison did not elaborate on humor other 
than to state he is "crazy about humor." He does not like to 
take things too seriously.
Conflicts With Change
Becoming White:
Indian inmates are feeling the pressure to change and 
appear to be unable to cope adequately with it. Those indi­
viduals that do change are referred to as "Uncle Tomahawk."
It is not their culture and it is not their language. In 
the eyes of tiie Indian, white man is abrasive and places ex­
cessive expectations on others. Instead of trying to under­
stand the ways of another culture, the white man is inclined 
to force his values upon others.
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The Indian inmate commented on how difficult it was 
to adjust to the rules of parole. He does not believe a mere 
set of rules will change the Indian. In addition, the rules 
placed forth for them to follow are the white man's value 
system.
The presentation of self is of paramount importance 
to the Indian inmate feeling he would not have the difficulty 
in taking orders if it were not for the abrasive way in which 
they were presented. "He expects you to answer but when you 
ask a question you do not get the right time of day." When 
the Indian does accept the ways placed forth on parole, he 
is harassed by other Indians for selling out to a cop.
Erving Coffman gave an accounting of change which 
closely relates to the feelings of the Indian in prison or 
on parole. Coffman reported that those who are initially 
socialized in an alien community, whether inside or outside 
the geographical boundaries of the normal society, must learn 
a second way of being that is felt by those around them to be 
tlie real and valid one.  ̂ An individual acquires a new self, 
the uneasiness he feels about new associates may slowly give 
way to uneasiness felt concerning old ones.
9Erving Coffman, Stigma (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1963), p. 35.
Coffman, p. 35.
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Degradjgg Statements :
Society establishes the rules which its members are
supposed to follow and this defines the attributes held as
ordinary and natural for people residing within this culture.
Social rules and environment also establish the categories
which may be put into effect for those who violate their rules
The routines of social intercourse in established settings
allow their people to deal with anticipated others without
special attention or thought. When a stranger comes into our
presence, first appearances are used to anticipate his attri-
11butes and his "social identity," e.g., "Dirty God Damn 
Indians" and "just another dumb Indian." Years of stigmati­
zation through degrading statements of this type have caused 
continual problems.
Some Indian inmates have experienced being called 
"blanket ass," "dumb Indian," o" "drunken Indian.. " He has 
expressed the feeling of being displeasing to the eye merely 
because he is an "Indian." Often feeling futility he pre­
fers to say nothing. The Indian has certain life styles.
In addition, his location or economic condition may not allow 
exposure to the same standards of living. Prejudging an In­
dian can be a serious mistake. They are intelligent people 
who many times prefer to remain quiet due to the lack of 
verbal ability. An Indian will fight or show definite dis-
^^Coffman, p. 2
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taste toward anyone who makes any degrading statements. There 
fore, it is necessary to say good, meaningful comments or say 
nothing.
Typically, whites do not become aware that they have 
made these comments or aware of what they have done until an 
active reaction arises. It is then that we are likely to 
realize that all along we had been making certain assumptions 
as to what the individual before us ought to be.
Distrusting the White Man and Silent Aggression :
Indians will distrust whites until they prove other­
wise since the white society has taken their lands and their 
homes. Treaties were made with the government from time to 
time but these treaties were continually broken or changed to 
fit the view of the white man. Whenever monetary gain was 
observed through the use of land owned by the Indian, changes 
in treaties quickly ensued. Many Indians refer to these a c ­
tions as the "rape of the nation."
The Indian inmate indicated how whites are generally 
viewed in the role of the people who took their country. He
states there is a distrust of anyone except the Indian. One
example is the feeling of being exploited by the government. 
The Indian believes "white m a n ’s humanity is to screw his 
best friend for a dollar."
Since the Indian inmate believes the white man has 
been exploiting the Indian through any means possible, the
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Indian does not feel a part of the white system. Some members 
commented about the Indian attacking any white man as a white 
man and not as a person. He gains prestige in anything he can 
turn into defeat over the white man. He feels whites are a 
"paleface son-of-a-bitch capitalizing on the Indian and living 
off of him." He advocates "Red Power."
Sentencing Inequities:
Feelings of inequity are predominant among Indians 
since they believe that white men receive lighter sentences 
for comparable crimes. Along these lines, they often plead 
guilty to the charges placed against them simply because of 
their impatience about the courts to hear cases. It is par­
tially due to their lack of belief in white law. When their 
cases are later reviewed by a case analyst or Supreme Court 
Review Board, tliere are many questions raised as to guilt or 
innocence.
In reviewing the records of the total Indian popula­
tion under study, 95 percent plead guilty and 5 percent had 
jury trials. Of the Indian population 55 percent were con­
victed of non-violent crimes where the reriiaining population 
were incarcerated for violent offenses. The primary and com­
mon factors involved in all cases were low economics, poor 
family background, and low educational levels.
The "Haves" and the "Have Nots";
Indians feel that they \v:i 11 never be capable of
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accomplishing success6ul goals. Inferiority runs rampant 
when statements are made about how every Federal project to 
help Indians has failed. This, to them, implies that the 
Indian is doomed to fail because he is inferior. The Indian 
has learned to become dependent because the government con­
tinually does things "for" the Indian rather than allowing 
them to do it for themselves. With everything done for him 
he becomes disinterested and lack of initiative is often 
observed; not because of character or inherent characteristics 
but due to circumstantial situations. Therefore, one of the 
biggest problems which the Indian must overcome is his degree 
of dependence. In fact, the younger people have the constant 
preoccupation to be free.
Slow Suicide:
The Indian inmate recognized his problems with alcohol. 
"We all like to drink." The entire Indian population of tlie 
Montana State Prison had alcohol in his background. They 
stated "we like to drink, fight, and sleep." Although recog­
nizing the problem, he could offer no solution or insights 
into the problem.
Through common properties and categories in the class­
ification scheme, the results of this study were formed.
These methods have brought the thoughts of the Indian inmate 
and significant others into a common ground giving a base for 
all thoughts. We are then able to bring out their significance 
in a systematic and scientific way.
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CHAPTER IV
A POINT OF VIEW
The present study involved an exploratory analysis 
of the thoughts and feelings of the Indian imprisoned at the 
Montana State Penitentiary. Emphasis was placed upon the 
Indian inmate coupled with noted authorities recommended by 
the Indian groups. Through interviews, consultation, observa­
tion, and social interaction, it was felt that a break-through 
into more effective correctional techniques with the Indian in 
prison could be possible.
Basic concepts of interpersonal relationships, group 
interaction, causal analysis, and cross cultural perspectives 
were used as a format. Changes took place as the study pro­
gressed. Direct approaches were found more effective than 
indirect methods. Causal analysis was believed to be the 
best way to produce research that may contribute to the field 
of corrections.
The methods using the "role path" and "grounded theory" 
were beli eved to be the best means in ext racting and compiling 
the information. The "role path" allowed the Indian in prison 
to relate in a natural flow of thoughts and feelings he be­
lieved to be most significant. "Grounded theory" enabled the
36
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extraction of these thoughts by establishing the key properties 
and categories. In view of the environment and sample, other 
methods were considered completely ineffective.
Further study with the Indian inmate could be accom­
plished with a greater degree of success if the basic methods 
and concepts were used coupled with ample time. The time 
■factor was considered important because of the Indian’s per­
ception of time. Limitations to this study were the time 
element and the small size of the population. The population 
for this study totalled approximately 50 percent of the Indian 
population. One could say the study is biased by the small 
specific group in which the research was designed to observe. 
However, the present study may be considered beneficial b e ­
cause it can be used as an introductory step toward bridging 
the gap between the Indian and correctional personnel coupled 
with offering methods for correctional practice.
The feeling of a need to communicate with the Indian 
in prison at depths greater than what he is able to express 
were the motivating factors in writing this thesis. We must 
break down old barriers and self concepts in order to bridge 
the gap between these two worlds.
In opening new vistas for personnel to explore the 
unique attributes of the Indian inmate, the administration 
and the Indian can break down the distrust and learn to 
accept each other. The action of "doing" breeds the convic-
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tion that one can do.  ̂ One needs to patiently observe the
thoughts and feelings generated by the Montana Indian in
prison in order to develop an awareness of his needs. A more
desirable approach in relating to cultural minorities is to
2recognize and appreciate their differences. Primary cate­
gories which can help correctional personnel reach this level 
of understanding are: (1) throw out stereotypes; (2) become
aware of the minority experiences (with specific minorities); 
(3) be immersed in Indian problems; (4) become exposed to 
minorities' cultures ; (5) learn verbal and nonverbal communica­
tion patterns; (6) change the codes of conformity to include 
those roles particular to-the minority; (7) become aware of 
the effects of powerlessness; (8) treat minorities as people 
with power and expand tolerance for those behaviorally dif­
ferent from the majority group behavior; and (9) encounter 
minority members.
The non-Indian's perception of Indian has been the 
problem with their failure to understand, accept, and treat 
the Indian as a human being. These actions arc one of the 
strongest stereotypes in America today. The Indian must be 
allowed to identify, articulate, and resolve their problems.
^Stanley Charnofsky, "Counseling for Power," Personnel 
and Guidance Journal, Vol. 49, No. 5 (1971), pp. 315-257.
2Clemmont E . Von tress, "CulturaL Barriers in the 
Counseling Relationshios," The Personnel and Guidance Journal, 
Vol. 4c, No. 1 (19o9), p. 12: ~ ~
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Stereotypes are those labels that groups or individ­
uals place on one another which give a general impression that 
all individuals belonging to that category carry certain char­
acteristics. The white man often labels the Indian as lazy, 
dirty, and dumb. Indians, who try to compete in the white 
m a n ’s world, are considered "Uncle Tomahawks" by other Indians. 
Distrust has grown from these remarks and contribute little to 
the C O -relationship necessary to resolve existing differences.
The necessity of becoming aware of minority experiences 
recognizes the fact that an individual is the product of his 
environment. Indian communities are often a pattern of bare 
subsistence comprising some of the nation’s worst slums. Gen­
erally, economics or available resources (natural or developed), 
are so poor, adequate use of reservation materials would be 
insufficient to sustain those Indians that remain on the reser­
vation. Lacking the education or experience for alternatives, 
they often continue in their dilemma.
Immersion in what is dear to the Indian allows others 
to understand the frustration he faces in a modern mechanized 
society. The close interpersonal relationships of the family 
and what it resembles is highly prized by the Indian. Paint­
ings, crafts, and Indian ceremonies are points at which he 
maintains his Indian identity. Marriage customs, religious 
beliefs, clothing, and hair styles are other ways. The family 
is the focal point in the Indian culture and his life is cen­
tered around the group. Recognizing Indianness gives the
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white man a deeper perspective of Indian life.
Each tribe possesses culture patterns unique to it­
self but there are certain commonalities throughout the 
Indian culture. Exposure to minority cultures may be ob­
served through tlie life history of the Indian which depicts 
many of his learned ways and how he perceives himself. There 
are seven major reservations in Montana whose boundaries have 
varied over the years depending on several treaties or presi­
dential orders. Even though the natural resources on the 
reservations are inadequate to support the Indian population, 
Montana reservations are economically better off than their 
southwestern counterparts. There are some landless Indians 
that live in lower economic areas of several Montana cities 
but do not receive benefits from the government. Temporary 
employment for the Indian was found to include jobs provided 
by the Tribal council, farming and ranch work, firefighting, 
and programs, such as neighborhood government programs. Un­
employment persists in the neighborhood of 25 percent to 30 
percent. The average family's earned income ranges from 
$2,000 to $3,000 per year as compared to the wliite man which
3is more than double the Indians* salaries. The greatest 
undeveloped resource on the reservation is that of manpower.
One should be aware of the Indian's concept of sha-'- 
ing. He relates toward the family and tribe which is opposite
3North American Indian League, Montana State Prison,
Deer Lodge, Montana.
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the white man’s competitive individualism. Failure to under­
stand this perspective have brought serious accusations of 
the inferior mentality of the Indian.
The Indian values direct encounters with those indi­
viduals interested in working with him. Verbal communication 
is a direct commitment and enables him to detect the phony. 
The Indian in prison very clearly explains this point by 
stating "the white man must come to him with ’hat in hand’ 
intending to work ’with’ him but not ’for’ him." The Indian 
feels deeds speak louder than words. The Indian inmate bases 
his perceptions on concept formations, vocabularly, and lan­
guage. He fears making mistakes so greatly that he may not 
even try to express himself. These feelings are so deep 
there are times when they are unwilling to bare their feel­
ings to each other.
Another area of misunderstanding is the Indian’s 
frame of reference to time. He does not adhere to the rigid 
day to day time schedule of the white man. It is unrealistic 
to expect an Indian to be prompt since this is not in his 
behavioral repertoire. The label of laziness often arises 
when he is placed in the white man’s frame of reference.
Educational levels are low due to extreme poverty 
conditions and varying social pressures. The Indian during 
his youthful years was more concerned with food and clothing 
than with education. The average level of .school for the 
Indian youth is the eighth grade. Often, the Indian youth
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will enroll in r.cliool only during the winter months of the 
year. Low education and low employment continually contribute 
to the unskilled and unemployed Indian.
Roles particular to a minority may be basically the 
same as the majority but functioning from a different per­
spective. The white man has often considered it necessary 
for the Indian to learn to be thrifty, diligent, and punctual. 
Yet, historically he has always had to be economical, hard­
working, and appreciative of time in order to maintain the 
existence of his family and the tribe. These roles are also 
prevalent in the Indian’s form of social controls or restitu- 
tive justice. The Indian has long required settlements to 
the aggrieved or injured and banished or killed those persons 
dangerous to their community.
Years of dependence on the government and the many 
government projects have caused the Indians to develop a sense 
of inferiority. Each time a project was designed for the 
Indian, it seemed to fail as the Indians observe it. Depen­
dence and failure have given the Indian the impression he is 
powerless to determine his destiny. Fie simply wants to be 
regarded as an individual who has the capacity and the right 
to participate in decisions affecting his own welfare rather 
than have them imposed by someone else.
In interrelationships with the Indian, one should have
4 North American Indian League.
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a positive regard for, or acceptance of the Indian and an
5empathetic understanding of his internal frame of reference. 
The correctional worker must be open and direct so that at 
all times he provides the Indian with unequivocal, feedback 
regarding the nature of the relationships. Also of importance 
is the counselor's repertoire of skills and understanding of 
human behavior. To be a "nice guy" who listens is not enough 
in counseling Indians; the counselor must help the Indian to 
develop tools for dealing with his problem. For this the 
counselor must possess resourcefulness, energy, and sufficient 
flexibility to pursue alternate courses with the Indian.  ̂
Often, Indians and whites alike are of the general 
opinion that it is inappropriate for the oppressor to treat 
the oppressed. "Since you are my problem, you can't help my 
problem." This opinion is believed to be a fallacy. If a 
counselor is able through personal contact to learn to explore 
a problem objectively, he is able to understand the unique 
attributes of the Indian. He must break down the distrust, 
fully accept the Indian, and understand his environment. The 
counselor must understand the world of the Indian as it is and 
as it should be. He is expected to extend himself into the
Horace Mitchell, "The Black Experience in Higher Edu­
cation," The Personnel and Guidance Journal, The Counseling 
Psychologist, Vol. 2, No."l (19 70), pp. 30-36.
^Vontrsss, pp. 35-36.
^Robert J. Williams, "Black Pride, Academic Relevance, 
and Individual Achievement," The Personnel and Guidance Jour- 
nal. The Counseling Psychologist, VolV'T, No. 1 (1970), pp.
20, 21.
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Qenvironment and perspectives of the Indian.
Personnel must learn about Indian culture but it must 
be done willingly and voluntarily. He must not be resentful. 
One model for training is a one year program that combines 
academic training with practical application under the super­
vision of a successful professional. The objective would be 
to train in reality rather than ivory tower. This type of 
training would be more relevant. The greatest blockage in 
relationships is the lack of understanding of the socio- 
psychological background of the Indian.
8Michael D. Lewis and Judith A. Lewis, "Relevant 
Training for Relevant Roles: A Model for Educating Inner-city 
Counselors," The Personnel and Guidance Journal, Counselor 
Education and Supervision, Vol. 10, Ho. 1 (1970), pp. 30-38.
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APPENDIX
A
CLASSIFICATION SCHEME
A. Meeting the Indian
1. Barriers
Remember you as a parole officer--watch associa­
tion with authority--! was not with the adminis- 
tration--hostility felr in the room--white and- 
authority background--I had previously been in a 
position of authority and I am white--Indian 
parolee has two barriers, the cultural and the 
trust-mistrust--correctional personnel need more 
training to communicate with the Indian--prejudicc 
inside the prison--a common problem is they are 
in prison--there has been a communication obstacle,
2. "With" not "For"
Need men who can talk to him on his ground, same 
level--real small problem, h e ’ll sit around and 
joke ith you until its no problem--problem, you 
can come to him--how listening to the Indian's 
view when it has never been done before--hat in 
hand; talk to them--the thing between the Indian 
and white man should not be there--tlie Indian 
does not tell the white man what should or should 
not be done--need for white man and Indian to 
communicate--you have to direct questions directly 
at the Indian to bring our answers--gaining confi­
dence of the Indian--always keep place--counsel 
for a period of time and never force will--treat 
as equals and partners--attitude; take it easy and 
don't think you're a big shot ; equalitarian--coming 
to Indians at their request -- cannot i/ork for or 
help the Indian unless he wants to help himself- - 
go to him; don't look down on him-- insight, moti­
vât ion- -we don't want anything; whether good or
4 5
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bad, w e want on same basis as any other nation­
ality- -there should be harmsay between the white 
man and the Indiaa_; any discrimination Is stupid- 
ignorance breeds discrimination--quit trying to 
cram things down their throats--Indians judge 
themselves, own courts, own jails.
Doing good things
Always doing--can do all the good in the world 
but if it can’t be seen, it is no good--waiting 
for the white man to declare his attitudes and 
testing his patience--you have to give something 
in order to get some thing--would benefit him or 
the Indian--you don’t say it unless you can do 
it--my hand is where my mouth is,
4. Living differences
Trade ŵ as never applicable to reserva tion--trades 
on the reservation--be very realistic--face 
reality--never kid or con them--don't underrate 
their ability to sense the phony--real people in 
a real situation--poverty circumstances, economics 
have to do with liigh prison populations; educa­
tion- - economies eat at you--second job = 1.2 5 
per hour and started drinking--your world is d i f ­
ferent than our world--kind of job; staying on 
one end of town and walking to the other end-- 
’won't write or can't wr ite - - you v; ill see an 
Indian standing in the corner--you're no differ­
ent than I am and that’s a real lame excuse be­
cause each race has its own culture and own way 
of 1 ife--they say no difference in thinking but 
there is--differences of beliefs among tribes, 
because of different backgrounds and raising--
5. The Immediate
The Indian only thinks of tlie immediate presence 
and a good time--don't be upset at the random mind ; 
go to total irrelevant subj ect--Indian feels there 
is lots of time--’will try to push problems out of 
mind till a later date--time doesn't bother Kie-- 
why can't, we stop for a couple of hours--you don't 
have enough time--
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B. îndianiiess
1. Old ways
Response are learned ways --old ways are very 
strong--values never change, Indian will not 
talk back to folks--old ways and beliefs-- 
people are happy with their people--weren*t 
allowed to marry w/o permission--mode of 
dress-'Indian on the streets wears his hair 
long--nomads--old teachings --way of life com­
pletely different--Indians want back culture 
and religion--if you want to understand, go 
back into history--worn their hair long all 
the way back to the lSOO*s--learn more about 
the culture of the Indian and his value dif­
ferences --culture very much a part of their 
presence.
2. Returning home
Lot of these reservations; they think different-- 
know the difference between reservation life and 
urban living--do not understand the reservation 
Indian--reservation people good but dumb--not 
reporting; fighting; came back on new beef- - 
stayed a few days; parole officer got up tight 
and sent me back--went to see my people--wanted 
parole home--wanted to see my people--reserva­
tion; better close to people; lost when left 
reservation--relocation; making money but not 
happy; want to fish, hunt, and ride horses -- 
disallowing the Indian to return to the xeser- 
vation--reservation vs. nonreservation--peop le 
should leave the reservation--Indian "off 
reservation" all his life thinks as a white 
man--difficult to relocate a reservation Indian- 
the real Indian is going to help the Indian on 
the reservation.
3. The family
Where do you live; family; tribe--how the group 
oppresses the individual--self image; group 
members before they are persons; tribe, family, 
kin--group response--indiv1 dual response-- 
group, noncompetitive--not authorized because 
not leader--Indian = all that is needed is the 
need--it is not what you are but relationships
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and blüod ties which are very importaiit--close 
fain.il y ties; Indians take care of their own - - 
strong ties to the family .̂ .nd land supersede 
others--they are taught not to reply on many 
subjects until they have authorization of their 
group--
Worshipping Privilege
Respect their religion and they will do the 
same--religious ceremony--religious beliefs; 
against, forced against will; ashamed and be­
come drunkard--study of religion--holidays 
are white man--Sun Dance; the Indian will go 
come hell or high water--Christian--super­
stitious people--
Pr ide
Pride, manhood--pride in background--degree of 
perfection; self pride and motivation--family 
pride and self pride--Indian more determined 
to complete once they start --our feeling is 
what or how we stand among our fellow man--
Indian law
Aggression outlet is change of role or confusion 
of role are denied normal outlets of aggression 
so they turn to aggression--prestige in steal­
ing and loss in being caught--honor to fight than 
to rape --abuse through insult of man's intelli­
gence --escape from shame when pain and pressure 
are too great--gossip--never go near a reserva­
tion if he were put in prison--these people are 
really outcasts of their own people because they 
are not the mighty warrior they used to be-- 
broadcasting presence in community each time they 
return--
7. Humor
W e ‘re human and joke with you--crazy about humor; 
will not take seriously--joking; they love jokes-
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C\ Conflicts nith c ’sj-nsg-
1 . Becoraii\g hi te
Uncle Tomahawk— harassed for selling out to 
a cop--adj ust to the Indian--difficult to 
adjust to the white n an’s ways--there isn't 
anything in the world that is going to change 
the Indian--can't be themselves--it’s not their 
culture, it's not their language--don't know 
how to adjust to white society--white m a n ’s 
value system--come down out of that chair-- 
he expects you to answer but when you ask a 
question you do not get the right time of 
day--keep bringing up background--white man 
has guilt complex built into him ; legally 
wrong but morally wrong; morally wrong but 
legally right--emotional difficulty taking 
orders when they are put forward in an abras­
ive way'-they have double res is tance--he 
doesn’t do me no good, then why should I 
help him--ye though I walk through the valley 
of death, T fcar no evil because I am the 
biggest S .0.3.--white man expects him to 
follow from A-Z the v-hite m a n ’s rules--
2, Degrading s ta Cements
Dirty Cod Damn Indians--derogatory names will 
cause Indian to fight -sight of Indian is dis­
pleasing to the eye "Indian"--Blanket Ass -- 
just cause you're Indian--just another dumb 
Indian--that's just another drunken Indian-- 
don't underrate their intelligence--not dumb 
at all--education or lack of contributes to 
understanding--was quiet asking only a few 
ques tions - - it is liarder for the Indian person 
to express himsel£--lack of verbage--because 
of this rather than say something, he will 
say nothing--please and thank you are not 
used very often, they are understood --one 
member did the talking, the others seemed 
to join with his comments--don't push around-- 
don't stereotype--
3. Distrusting the white man
View the whites in the role of the people who 
took their country--distrust of white ruan--
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don't really know; don’t really trust-- 
distrust of anyone but their own kind-- 
stony glare of their eyes indicating mistrus t-- 
don't trust until she knows what they're going 
to do--exploited by the government--a lot of 
verbalization--mistrust comes from not know­
ing-- considers self a special class citizen-- 
white man's humanity; screw best friend for 
a dollar; Indian doesn't care about money-- 
he just gives him money if he needs it--rape 
of a nation; white man owns all Indian lands - -
4 .  Silent aggression
Tradition of war; plead the 5th (culture)-- 
study white man as enemy--white man is exploit­
ing the Indian--paleface son-of-a-bitch capital­
izing on the Indian and living off of him-- 
Indian .paranoia attack any white man as a white 
man and not as a person--we don’t consider our­
selves a part of the system--the Indian gains 
prestige over anything he can turn into defeat 
over the white man--very bull headed; black 
power then red power--red power is only a front-- 
Diabolical Babylonian Bastard Condition--
5. Sentencing inequities
Compare white man's sentences to Indian sentences 
for same crime--some inequities in sentencing-- 
Indian pleads guilty because ]ie cannot stand to 
sit around not knowing-- Indian under three 
separate laws; tribal, federal, state--lawyers 
say plead guilty or they will hang you--injustice 
in a sentence--no chance to contest violation 
report--
6. The "haves" and the "have nots"
He is never going to make it--every program of 
the federal government has failed or implies 
the Indian is doomed to fail--conquered race; 
fear; repression--they want to act like men 
but they are treated as if they are 13 or 14 
years old--don't pull rank for the sake of 
pulling ; we ak ego; feel threatened-- status 
and self identity--préoccupâtion with being 
free--if you are Indian, you stay where you 
are--biggest thing is to overcome dependence- -
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basic initiative is lacking-- Indian does not 
have the initiative to think for himself; 
can't do for himself; white man do es --
Slow Suicide
Drinking-- alcohol is a problem with the 
Indian--petty drinking--alcohol is very 
much a problem--we all like to drink-- drink, 
fight,sleep--alcoholism contributes a lot--
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APPENDIX
B
QUESTIONS FOR THE INDIANS
1. How do you feel when an officer tells you to do something?
2. What do you think about when they tell you to do something?
3. Do you feel there is prejudice against the Indian on parole?
4. How do you get along with the officers?
5. How do the parole officers talk to you?
6. What do you say to the officer?
7. What do you say to the parole officer?
8. Are you doing easy time?
9. Did you get a bum beef?
10. How do your other friends feel?
11. Are your people waiting for you?
12. Do you want to return to your people or family?
13. What job do you have in the prison?
14. Has anyone in prison called you names?
15. Has anyone on parole or in prison put you down?
16. Did the parole board give you a square shake?
17. Do you like to talk to anyone in prison?
18. Do you like to talk to your parole officer?
19. Do you think anyone in prison can work with you?
52
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20. Do you think your p.irole orficer can work with you?
21. How could th^ ni Ficers or tho parole officers work so it 
would be easier to talk to them?
22. How are the rules in prison or on parole?
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